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have no political foundation. We should not listen to
them with the situation at the front as it is and when the
interests of the country are involved."
"You sodden lout," Kravtsov suddenly said, looking
at Protassov with disgust, "If we can do another job
besides our own, why not do it, if we don't who else
will?"
Protassov turned away and frowned as though he'd
been slapped on the face. "All you want is to sleep and
to soak vodka, you useless sluggard. ..."
Danilov rose.
"Comrades!" he said quickly, glancing swiftly at
Suprugov. "You did not quite get my meaning. I was
not proposing to include the medical personnel in
repair works. I was proposing to create a permanent
repair unit from among our experts. And if any of our
medical personnel should volunteer to lend a hand
during an empty trip, do you really think that it will be
detrimental to your care of the wounded? Do you really,
comrades?" he asked gently and with solicitude and knew
very well what the answer would be. The girls shouted
at once: "No, no, it will not!" and Julia Dmitriyevna
straightened herself out and Doctor Belov sat on his
chairman's seat with more satisfaction and reassurance.
The question was immediately settled, easily, unani-
mously.
From that day Danilov began to watch Suprugov
more carefully. But he did not notice anything special.
Suprugov retired into his shell and behaved in his
former tentative and careful manner.
"Why did he come out like that at the meeting?"
Danilov asked himself and could not find an answer.
Finally he discovered it: Suprugov was fishing for
popularity among the personnel One day he found him
in the staff carriage. Suprugov was telling a story.
Danilov stopped to listen: they were old anecdotes*
The men laughed readily.
"Maybe one should let them go to a show or two,"
thought Danilov,
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